We examine two hierarchies of sets below 0' based on the number of changes a recursive approximation to a set needs to make.
That is, ~tVs ~ t g(s,x) = a.
When we have g(s,x) as in the Limit Lemma we call g(s,x) = fs(X) and call that a recursive approximation to f. If f is 0-i valued we'll view it as a set and say g(s,x) = As(X).
If A is r.e. then A has an approximation A s such that As(X) "changes its mind at most once." That is, there is at most one s (if x E A there is one) such that As(X) = 0 and As+l(X) = 1
(if x ~ A, As(X) = 0 always).
The r.e. sets have always been considered a distinguished class of sets below 0'. This is partly because the special property just described is easy to utilize, and partly because it reflects the relation in logic between axioms (a recursive set) and theorems (an r.e. set), as "proving" is just a recursive enumeration.
We wish to generalize the notion of r.e.'ness so that r.e. sets are seen as part of a continuum.
Let us classify A by measuring how often an approximation to A changes before it settles down.
Definition:
A is n-r.e, iff there is a recursive approximation A s to A such that for all x, A0(x) = 0 and I{s : As(X) # As+l(X)} I ~ n.
Note that this definition can be extended in an obvious way to apply to functions, too.
(This is what Putnam [8] calls an n-trial predicate. Similar ideas are presented in Gold [7] , but note well that his definition of 2-r.e. is quite different from ours.)
The only 0-r.e. set is ~ and the l-r.e, sets are the usual r.e.
sets.
The n-r.e, sets are those that arise after n steps in generating the Boolean algebra of r°e. sets. Rogers [9] , p. 317 shows that A is in the Boolean algebra generated by the r.e. sets iff A < 0' (!btt means bounded-truth-table reducible) . See also -btt Putnam [8] .
If
G ~ 2 ~ denote by ~T the set {deg(A) : A E ~}. By degree we always mean Turing degree unless otherwise specified. If ~ is a class of partial functions from ~ to ~ define ~T = (~ N 2~) T.
Theorem I:
{A : A is n-r.e.}T~ {A : A is n+l-r.e.} T.
To prove this we construct, for e.g., n = I, a 2-r.e. set A which is ~T any r.e° set. We use the fact that A may change once more than any r.e. set to execute the diagonalization. That's all the freedom we need. This proof is given in Epstein [4] , Appendix 2, and is due to R. W. Robinson. To the best of our knowledge, Cooper was the first to prove this, in [2] .
Recalling that X, X r.e. implies that X is recursive we ask whether X, X n+l-r.e, implies that X is n-r.e. To answer this we'll modify the question a little. Say that A is weakly n-r.e, if A = lim s As(X) and l{s : As(X) # As+l(X)}l ~ n.
That is A0(x) = 0 is no longer required. A picture will help: n-r.e. The weakly 0-r.e. sets are the recursive sets. We can extend our hierarchy by raising the bound on the number of changes allowed.
Definition:
Given any f which is total A is f-r.e, iff there is some recursive approximation A to A such that s I{ s : As(X) # As+l(X)}I ! f(x).
Similarly we may define what it means for hiT 0' to be f-r. e. °.. continued
We say a degree a is f-r.e, if some A ~ a is f-r.e.
Note that this extends the weakly n-r.e, definition.
What do we know? Certainly every A iT 0' is f-r.e for some f.
Indeed A is f-r.e, for some f iT 0': we can spot recursively in 0' the last place A s changes its mind.
Let's look at a simple f-r.e, class. Abbreviate identityfunction-r.e, as id-r.e.
Theorem 4.
{A : A is id-r.e.} T is not dense.
If {A : A is id-r.e.}T= ~= D(< 0') then Th(~; it) is undecidable.
Proof:
A permitting argument is the construction of a set B which is <T C, a given r.e. set, by allowing Bs(X) # Bs+l(X) only if
Cs(Y) # Cs+l(y) for some y ! x. Any permitting argument produces an identity-r.e, degree.
Hence the construction of a minimal degree below a given r.e. degree produces an id-r.e, minimal degree (see e.g.,
Epstein [3] ).
All the degrees used in the proof in Epstein [4] and [5] that Th((D(< 0'), ~ ~ is undecidable are constructed by permitting arguments.
Hence they are id-r.e., and the translation of fragments of arithmetic goes through as for Th(~D(< 0'); <7).
It is open whether Th(({A : A is r.e.} T <7) is undecidable (see Soare [12] for a discussion). We can also ask whether Th(~{A : A is n-r.e.} T <7) is the same as Th(${A : A is n+l-r.e.} T <))
Let us look at classes of f-r.e, sets. We say A is ~-r.e. if some f ~ ~, A is f-r.e. 
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Then there is an A which is g-r.e, but is
The idea of the proof is just a modification of the proof that there is a 2-r.e. degree which is not l-r.e. Here we know that given an f-r.e, set B, the set A which we are constructing is allowed, for sufficiently large x, to make one more change than B does.
The proof is in Epstein [4] , Appendix 2.
Corollary: Any of the usual hierarchies of recursive functions induces a hierarchy on the recursive-r.e, degrees.
But the recursive-r.e, degrees aren't the whole story.
Theorem 6: There is an A iT 0' which is not f~r.e.
for any recursive f.
The essential step in the proof is to show that we can "enumerate" all the recursive-r.e, approximations. The proof appears in Epstein How can we extend this hierarchy?
We take another tack as in Ershov [6] . Instead of bounding the number of changes by functions when we pass from the n-r.e, case, we'll bound them by ordinals.
Consider that A being weakly n-r.e, can be viewed as A being
given by a collection of n partial recursive functions, ~0 .... ' ~n" (~) Theorem 7: I. A E Vn+ 1 iff A is weakly n-r.e.
2.
A E V iff A is f-r.e, for some recursive f.
Proof:
We outlined I. above. Note that A ~ V n iff for every
x we guess at A(x) at most n times, which is the same as changing our guess n-I times.
2. Suppose A is f-r.e, for some recursive f. That is A = lim s As(x ) where the changes for each x are bounded by f(x).
The idea is simple: we reverse the order of the labels on the changes since we know that we can label our first guess by f(x). We read ~ -+ ~ as "~ is the a-limit of ~ in notation S"
(a-S)
or "~ a-approximates ~ in notation S." When working with a fixed notation we will often delete reference to "notation S."
We need not suppose that ~ is total in this definition.
Lastly define
Va_ S = {~ : some partial recursive 4, ~ --~ ~} (a-S) As the next theorem will demonstrate, some of these classes will be notation-dependent.
We leave to the reader, however, that Vn, 6 54 8 7.
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As in the proof of Theorem XX, Chapter Ii, Rogers [9] we obtain a system of notation S for 2 by padding out RIX as follows: We will denote by V . n functions.
the class of Vn-r.e.
Proof: Let A ~ V .n_ S. We will approximate A via the information given by ~ where ~ ~ A. And we'll construct a total function (~.n-S) f ~ V n which dominates the number of changes that approximate makes.
We'll show that f E V n by showing that we need to guess recursively at most n times at f(x) until we are correct.
We present an informal proof and leave the details to the reader.
First note that given any q,z which notate ordinals j ~-n we That is, we have for t j kr, ~(<(r,t>,x)) = ~kr_ tm-r (x).
Similarly we may prove W (r) S < (t)s). 3. This proof is essentially the same as Theorem 5 and 6(2) of Ershov [6] (part II).
4. Actually it fails for every V n by Theorem 3 and the fact that for every r.e. a there is some m < a of minimal degree (see Epstein [5] ).
